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ABSTRACT

Root pain in the sciatic nerve distribution area caused by one or more herniated lumbar discs is a common and often debilitating event. The lifetime incidence of this condition is estimated to be between 13% and 40%. Fortunately, most cases can heal on their own with simple pain relief and physical therapy. However, this situation can become chronic and stubborn, and have a major impact on the social economy. This review looks at the epidemiology, causes, risk factors, and management of sciatica. Factors that influence the incidence of sciatica include height, age, genetic predisposition, walking, jogging (if there is a history of sciatica), and specific physical occupations, including driving. The influence of the protruding nucleus pulposus and the possible inflammatory response mediated by cytokines in the lumbar and sacral nerve roots are discussed. Abnormal immune responses and possible mechanical factors are also considered factors that can mediate pain. The current topic of different treatment modalities is also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The sciatic nerve is the longest and thickest (nearly finger-width) nerve within the frame. It is truly made from 5 nerve roots: from the decrease again area referred to as the lumbar backbone and 3 from the very last phase of the backbone referred to as the sacrum. The 5 nerve...
Sciatica is a totally not unusual place complaint. About 40% of humans within side the U.S. enjoy sciatica in some unspecified time in the future of their lives. Back ache is the 0.33 maximum not unusual place cause humans go to their healthcare provider. Sciatica is maximum normally because of an damage or infection to the sciatic nerve, which originates within side the buttock/gluteal place and takes place while a herniated disk, bone spur at the backbone, or narrowing of the backbone (spinal stenosis) compresses a part of the nerve [2]. This reasons inflammation, ache, and regularly a few numbness within side the affected leg. Although the ache related to sciatica may be excessive, maximum instances remedy with non-operative remedies in some weeks. People who've excessive sciatica, that is related to widespread leg weak point or bowel or bladder changes, is probably applicants for surgery. Sciatica may be triggered because of a real damage to the sciatic nerve, that is truely rare, however the term "sciatica" is normally used to explain any ache that originates withinside the decrease again and radiates down the leg [1].

If the affected person has "sciatica," he studies moderate to excessive ache everywhere alongside the course of the sciatic nerve, that is, everywhere from the decrease again, via the hips, buttocks, and/or down the legs. It also can motive muscle weak point within side the affected leg and foot, numbness, and an unsightly tingling pins-and-needles sensation within side the leg, foot, and toes. People generally describe sciatica ache in specific ways, relying on its motive [3]. Some humans describe the ache as sharp, shooting, or jolting. Others describe this ache as "burning," "electric" or "stabbing." The ache can be steady or come and go. Also, the ache is generally greater excessive withinside the leg as compared to the decrease again. The ache might also additionally experience worse in case you take a seat down or stand for lengthy intervals of time, while you rise up and while you twist your top frame. A compelled and unexpected frame movement, like a cough or sneeze, also can make the ache worse. For a few humans, the ache from sciatica may be excessive and disabling. For others, the sciatica ache is probably rare and irritating, however it has the capability to get worse [3].

Sciatica can seem unexpectedly or gradually. It relies upon at the motive. A disc herniation can motive unexpected ache. Arthritis within side the backbone develops slowly over time.

1.1 Objectives

The study aims to summarize the updated evidence regarding the epidemiology, risk factors, etiology, pathophysiology, clinical manifestation, diagnosis, and management of sciatica.

2. SCIATICA PREVALENCE

On the incidence and prevalence of sciatica, there is a dearth of accurate data. Sciatica affects between 5% and 10% of patients with low back pain, with a lifetime frequency of 49 %–70%. [2] It is estimated that 2.2 percent of the general population suffers from intervertebral disc-related sciatica each year. Age, height, mental stress, smoking, and vehicle vibrations are some of the personal and professional risk factors for sciatica that have been reported. The evidence linking sciatica to sex or physical health is mixed. [3]

3. SCIATICA: CAUSES AND RISK FACTORS

Gender, body habit, parity, age, genetic variables, occupation, and environmental factors are among the environmental and inherent elements known to influence the development of sciatica. Understanding the causes of sciatica will help you focus your treatment on the problem's fundamental cause rather than just covering the symptoms. Direct nerve compression, inflammation, an aberrant reaction of the body's immune system, or a combination of these factors are the causes of sciatic nerve injury [4,5].
4. COMMON CAUSES OF SCIATICA

Herniation of the lumbar disc. According to studies, lumbar disc herniation is responsible for up to 90% of sciatica. [5]: One or more spinal nerve roots (L4S3) that constitute the sciatic nerve are frequently compressed by a herniated disc. Sciatica can be caused by lumbar disc herniation in two ways:

- Compression that is applied directly. Compression can occur directly on the sciatic nerve when a lumbar disc herniates (including sex disc disease) or when the soft interior material of the intervertebral disc leaks or bulges through the extrafibrous nucleus (non-closed disc disease) and compresses the nerve.
- Inflammation caused by chemicals. Intervertebral disc material (hyaluronic acid) can leak acidic chemical irritants, producing inflammation and irritation surrounding the sciatic nerve. [5, 7]
- A herniated intervertebral disc can put pressure on the spinal cord.

5. LESS COMMON CAUSES OF SCIATICA

Rarely, sciatica can be caused by tumors, infections, scar tissue formation, fluid accumulation, Pott's disease (tuberculosis of the spine), or lumbar fractures. Although rare, sciatica can also be a complication of improper gluteal injection or hip replacement surgery [13]. Approximately 1% of pregnant women may develop sciatica at some point during pregnancy [14].

6. RISK FACTORS FOR SCIATICA

Regarding the risk factors for sciatica, there are some common risk factors that can cause irritation and inflammation of the sciatic nerve. Understanding risk factors can help prevent problems. [12] The most common risk factors are:

Aging: As the patient gets older, his body loses flexibility, and it takes longer to heal after the injury. A common form of pain associated with ageing is back pain, which is closely related to sciatica. Fortunately, chiropractic is a good way to overcome back pain in its entirety.

Smoking: Smoking is not only harmful to the lungs, it also increases the risk of back pain and sciatica. Smoking increases inflammation, reduces blood circulation and weakens the immune system. Also, it will make it harder for the body to function and heal from injuries.

History of low back pain: Studies have shown that patients with low back pain are more likely to suffer from sciatica. If left untreated, low back pain can cause inflammation of the lower back and spine, and if it can spread to the sciatic nerve,

Poor general health: Healthy eating and regular exercise are not just for feeling and/or looking good; they can also reduce the likelihood of sciatica and help reduce inflammation.

Happiness can improve activity capacity. If our overall health is not good, it will be difficult to stay active and healthy. By staying active, you can reduce the chance of back pain.

7. OBESITY

It is beautiful, but it is also important to be healthy. Being overweight is one of the strongest predictors of back pain and other musculoskeletal problems, including sciatica. Studies have shown that adipose tissue can produce an inflammatory market that affects the entire body. This is important because sciatica is caused by inflammation of the sciatic nerve. Therefore, if your body is inflamed, you are more likely to experience pain problems.

Work-related injuries: Work-related injuries caused by sedentary or repetitive exercise can increase the risk of sciatica. In particular, the following working conditions are related to sciatica in the medical literature: Standing or walking for a long time, driving for a long time, whole body vibration, pulling or kneeling for more than 15 minutes at a time.

To avoid work-related injuries, it is important to take breaks, rest, and stretch muscles frequently.

Sleep problems: Have you ever had sleep problems? If so, the risk of back pain and sciatica will increase. Insufficient sleep is associated with a variety of diseases, including general poor health, obesity, and chronic pain. Adequate sleep can reduce inflammation, which is why it is critical for sciatica.

Psychological distress: low back pain and sciatica are related to being overwhelmed or
under pressure. Monotonous work and general stress can exacerbate musculoskeletal diseases, including nerve pain.

Direct injury: Occasionally, sciatica can be caused by an injury to the hip or buttocks. For example, sitting on a big wallet will directly put pressure on the nerves.

8. SCIATICA DIAGNOSIS

Sciatica is diagnosed mainly through medical history and physical examination. By definition, patients report radioactive leg pain. They may be asked to report the distribution of pain and whether it radiates below the knee, and they can use drawings to assess the distribution. Sciatica is characterised by radiating pain that follows a skin disease pattern. Patients may also report sensory symptoms.

Physical examination is highly dependent on neurological examination. The straight leg elevation test, also known as the Lasègue sign, is the most commonly used research. People with sciatica can also have low back pain, but it is usually not as severe as leg pain. The diagnostic value of the history and physical examination has not been well studied. [15] There is no item in the history or physical examination with high sensitivity and high specificity. The overall sensitivity of the straight leg lift test is estimated to be 91%, and the corresponding overall specificity is 26%. [16] The only test with high specificity is the straight-leg lift test. Its overall specificity is 88%, but its sensitivity is only 28%. In general, if a patient reports typical radiating leg pain and shows a positive result on one or more neurologic tests, indicating nerve root tension or neurologic deficits, the diagnosis of sciatica appears reasonable. [16]

9. SCIATICA DIAGNOSIS: ROLE OF IMAGING

Diagnostic imaging is only useful if the results have an impact on subsequent treatment. The diagnosis of acute sciatica is made based on the patient’s medical history and physical examination, and therapy is conservative (non-surgical). Only if there are indicators or "red flags" indicating the sciatica is caused by an underlying condition (infections, malignancies) rather than a disc herniation may imaging be recommended at this time.

Patients with severe symptoms who have not responded to conventional treatment for 6–8 weeks may benefit from diagnostic imaging. In certain circumstances, surgery and imaging may be utilized to determine whether a herniated disc with nerve root compression is present, as well as its location and extent. As part of the choice to operate, it’s critical that the clinical findings and symptoms match up nicely. [22].

10. TREATMENT OF SCIATICA

10.1 Conservative Treatment

The main goals of conservative sciatica treatment are to alleviate pain with analgesics and to relieve pressure on the nerve root. In most patients, conservative treatment does not appreciably alter the natural course of sciatica or reduce symptoms, according to a new comprehensive analysis. [25] Patients should be properly informed about the etiology and expected prognosis as part of the management approach. Patients' education regarding sciatica, on the other hand, has not been particularly addressed in randomized controlled studies.

- The majority of the therapies offered lack strong evidence of efficacy. The consequences of pain and functional status are similar when bed rest and remaining active are recommended. [26] Because of this revelation, long-term bed rest, which was once the cornerstone of sciatica treatment, is no longer necessary.

- Most of the to be had interventions lack robust proof of efficacy. The pointers of mattress relaxation and staying energetic have little distinction within the results of ache and useful status. [26] Due to this discovery, long-time period mattress relaxation, the spine of sciatica treatment, is not extensively recommended. Analgesics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and muscle relaxants do now no longer appear to be extra powerful than placebos in decreasing symptoms. There is a loss of proof for opioids and numerous combos of drugs. A systematic evaluate suggested that there may be no proof that traction, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, intramuscular steroids, or tizanidine are advanced to placebo. [24] This evaluate shows that epidural steroids can be powerful in sufferers with acute sciatica. [24] However, a current systematic
evaluate of a massive quantity of randomised trials suggested that there may be no proof for the short-time period high quality results of corticosteroid injections, and the long-time period results are unknown. [25] The identical systematic evaluate suggested that energetic bodily remedy (exercise) does now no longer appear like higher than inactivity (mattress relaxation) remedy and different conservative remedies which include traction, massage, heat, or corsets) [25].

- As regards the level of evidence for conservative treatment of sciatica, Stay active, unlike bed rest (may be beneficial) while on pain relievers or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, acupuncture, epidural steroid injection, spinal manipulation, traction therapy, physical therapy, behavioural therapy, or multidisciplinary therapy (effect unknown).

10.2 Surgical Treatment

Sciatica can be treated surgically with the excision of a herniated disc or the removal of a decisive part of the disc or foraminal stenosis. The goal is to find out what’s causing the patient’s sciatica. The goal of treatment is to alleviate leg pain and its symptoms, not to alleviate back pain. The general view is that cauda equina syndrome requires prompt surgery. Unilateral sciatica can be treated with elective surgery. Only one rather old randomised trial comparing surgical surgery with conservative care in people with sciatica was available until recently. [27] After one year, surgical intervention was determined to be better, but no significant changes were detected after four and 10 years of follow-up. [27]

11. PROGNOSIS OF SCIATICA

The available randomized clinical trials evaluating disc surgery and chemical nucleolysis are summarized in the Cochrane Review [28]. Papaya chymotrypsin is injected into the disc to shrink the nucleus pulposus in nuclear chemical disintegration. The results of intervertebral disc surgery are better than chemolysis for persons with severe sciatica that lasts more than 4 weeks to more than 4 months, according to the review. Nuclear chemical dissolution outperforms the placebo effect. As a result, this study suggests that disc surgery is more effective than the placebo. The authors concluded that there is substantial evidence that surgical discectomy can give effective clinical relief for carefully chosen sciatica patients who cannot be treated conservatively due to lumbar disc prolapse based on data from all three trials [23,24].

12. CONCLUSION

Sciatica is a common disease, the main cause of absenteeism and the main economic burden of industrial and health services. Although the intervertebral disc is closely related to the pathophysiology of the disease, the exact nature of its relationship to the intervertebral disc, nerves, and pain is uncertain. Current evidence suggests that the nucleus pulposus can cause a strong inflammatory response at the root of the sciatic nerve, which may be the source of pain. There is also evidence that inflammation, abnormal immune factors, and mechanical deformation of nerves are necessary to produce pain, which appears to be a possible combination. However, the bulge of the nucleus pulposus is not the only cause of sciatica, and other causes cannot be ignored. Fortunately, most cases of sciatica are self-limiting, and the pain tends to subside within a few months. However, some cases will progress to chronicity. Unfortunately, these may be difficult to treat.
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